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Destructive Emotions A Scientific Dialogue
Mrs Natalia Inozemtseva, Deputy Director of Save Tibet Foundation, Russia, introduced this
morning’s dialogue between His Holiness the Dalai Lama and a group of Russian neuroscientists…
She recalled ...

A Scientific Investigation Of Meditation By Russian Neuroscientists – His Holiness The Dalai Lama
Not long ago, while executing shots during a genial game of pool, two gregarious Smith professors from
the disparate fields of religion and psychology discovered a common interest in the topic of ...
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Smith Students Scrutinize Paths to Happiness
A reading or re-reading of Sartre’s critical and philosophical writings suggests problems that cannot be
bypassed, even though there may not be an outline of a solution to them in sight. Why has ...

Sartre’s Cage
What distinguishes conflict from disagreement is the presence of what are commonly referred to as
“negative” emotions, such as anger ... and engaging in dialogue over them, considering how to ...

Building Bridges Between Psychology And Conflict Resolution – Implications For Mediator Learning
New at the Art House Cinema (Click on the links to read the full review.) It's summer now, and that
means the multiplexes are filled with big budget movies that are loud, brash, and over the top.

The Maid, Stan Brakhage, and Jim Jarmusch
Sex is sort of losing its appeal. Death is sexier these days, at least that's the impression I get from Ann
Coulter, who makes a living calling for the "killing of Liberals" and repressing the free ...

Death Is Sexier Than Sex (to Ann Coulter)
He noted that the number of people with advanced scientific qualifications ... while the third point is
dialogue, which should be productive and based on facts, not emotions.

President al-Assad: The war was between us Syrians and terrorism, we triumph together not against
each other
The American Revolution was a squalid, miserable affair for the winning side. While the British were
able to, for a time, have their pick of house and harvest in New York City, the Patriots often ...

The Weekend Jolt
The artist manipulates scientific information to fictionalize and exalt perceived reality. His futuristic film
stories transport the audience into the future, while portraying the effects of man’s ...

Jaros aw Kozakiewicz
What frightens you? Jump scares? Gore? An invisible enemy? Horror explores the human condition
through the emotion of fear—fear of pain, disease, isolation, of being lost, consumed, or prey to ...

Integrations in the Humanities
Kids are watching and learning, for better or worse, about the conventional methods commonly used for
handling conflict, many of which are ineffective and unnecessarily destructive ... with almost ...

Educating the Next Generation in Resolving Social Media Disputes
There is a ghastly scene involving a miscarriage and some truly astonishing dialogue. “I wonder if you
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know how rage ... Mars and cheerily devising ingenious methods of survival. The scientific detail ...

The best (and worst) novels of 2021 so far
"They are avoiding a substantive discussion on overdue issues and are stonewalling the work of dialogue
channels ... deliberately pursuing a blatantly destructive line towards ruining effective ...

Senior Russian diplomat warns about nuclear war risk in modern world
The theme of the prize-winning composer's work, truth through emotion, is evident across his ... I
commit to making amends and to dialogue. I commit to continue educating myself about privilege ...

A Composer Condemned Arson. Now No One Will Hire Him.
A screen shows Chinese President Xi Jinping during a show commemorating the 100th anniversary of
the founding of the Communist Party of China at the National Stadium in Beijing, China, June 28 ...
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